Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: WWI COMPUTER SCHEDULE FOR GROUP 6345

To: S&EC Staff and Programmers

From: J. D. Porter

The WWI computer will shut down at 1 PM on Thursday, December 23 and will resume operations on Monday, December 27.

On Monday, December 27, S&EC computer time will be from 4 to 8 PM.

Beginning the week of December 27, the S&EC Group will be assigned the hours of 8 AM to 8 PM on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of each week. The S&EC Group will still be assigned early morning hours, 6 PM to 12 midnight on Sundays, and, when possible, noon hours.

As in the past, performance requests will be processed in the order received, except for special adjustments needed because of the length of magnetic tape used for output or because of the length of the run. We will continue to attempt to perform short runs first during each computer period. However, where possible, special arrangements will be made to schedule runs during our daily (except Monday) 4 to 8 PM period if the programmer indicates that he would like to be present or that he wants to process his results for a run the next morning.

J. D. Porter

JDP: gn